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ABSTRACT 

The Web became more social. A lot of websites add some social features and new social network services 
emerged. In this paper, we defined the primary and secondary social features and conduct an extensive 
evaluation for open source Web Content Management Systems (WCMSs) in order to infer the suitable 
systems to build Social Network Websites (SNWs). Our evaluation is based on social features that 
extracted from 8 popular SNWs and depends on user preferences that concluded from the questionnaire 
results. The main results for our work is to rank open source WCMSs based on social features, The lateral 
result is to understand which social features that users prefer and which features are unwanted. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last years, the relation between users and 
websites has evolved greatly, and the new 
generation of websites made the concept of "web 
2.0". Web 2.0 websites allow users to do more than 
just retrieve information, now; users interact with 
websites by add contents, perform their tasks, 
communicate with other users and more. 

In 2007, danah m. boyd and Nicole B. Ellison[1] 
defined Social Network Websites (SNW) as “web-
based services that allow individuals to (1) 
construct a public or semi-public profile within a 
bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users 
with whom they share a connection, and (3) view 
and traverse their list of connections and those 
made by others within the system”. But now these 
websites offer a lot of services and provide many 
features. In SNWs the knowledge is making by end 
users, the SNW just provides the environment that 
facilitates users to create contents and communicate 
will others. 

Today, many websites changed to be more social, 
some of websites became complete SNW such as: 
YouTube.com and Flickr.com. This alteration by 
reason of users’ desire; users want three points: (1) 

the freedom to create and publish their contents, (2) 
communicate with other users, (3) control what 
content they receive. SNWs provide these three 
requirements and offer many other features to 
users. 

Web Content Management System (WCMS) is “a 
software program that makes building and 
maintaining websites faster and easier” [4]. Many 
organizations and individuals use these systems to 
build website from small personal to large 
community websites. 

Open source WCMS make it easy to develop any 
type of websites, this because of the source code is 
available to anyone to develop and build on the 
current code. For this reason, choosing an open 
source WCMS to build SNWs is a good idea. 

Most of WCMSs are open source, there are more 
than 200 open source WCMSs spread over the 
Web, but a lot of them are deserted and no longer 
develop. The power of open source software is in 
its large community of developers from worldwide, 
some open source WCMSs have more than 10 
thousand plugins developed by the community. 
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Some of open source WCMSs distributed into 
specific categories, such as (blogging systems, 
forums systems, e-commerce systems, wiki 
systems, social networking systems …etc.), but the 
powerful systems still able to build any type of 
website, social networking systems specified to 
build SNWs, but they are not the best in this field, 
some of SNWs lack many social features and some 
of them inflexible. 

There are two approaches to build SNWs. First, a 
website is developed mainly as a social network 
environment that is its features cover the 
requirements for a SNW. Second, a website that is 
built for some reason adds some social network 
features to attract more user participation. Usually 
this second approach adds features as plugin. This 
created confusion to identify SNW products. 

In this research we conduct a practical evaluation 
for well-known web-based services described as 
social networks to find out what are the features 
that distinguish SNWs from others. We also use 
those features to rank a wide range of open source 
WCMSs to figure out which of them is more 
powerful to build SNWs. 

The results can be contributed to two fields. First, if 
some team works to develop a SNW, they can 
define requirements according to our evaluation. 
Second, if they are choosing a tool to be used they 
can take our evaluation as a guide. 

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: in section 
2, we overview some of other works in this area. In 
section 3, we describe the experiment design. 
Section 4, 5 and 6 contain the implementation of 
our experiment. The final results are in section 7 
followed by the conclusion in section 8. Final 
section is 9 that contain the future work. 

2. RELATED WORK 

In December 2010, Idealware published a 
comprehensive report to compare famous four open 
source WCMSs [4], these systems are: WordPress, 
Joomla, Drupal and Plone. The report prepared 
professionally but it is confined to only 4 systems 
when there are many powerful and featured systems 
in web development industry. The second 
insufficiency is that it isn’t toward a specific goal; 
the report is useful for general use of these systems. 

Another MSc report submitted by Dimitrios 
Michelinakis [5], the report evaluated seven open 

source CMS, but the evaluation is from a business 
perspective and it isn’t based on systems’ features. 

3. EXPERIMENT DESIGN 

The objective is making an extensive evaluation for 
all open source WCMSs to infer the best one to 
build SNWs. Another goal is to define the primary 
and secondary social features based on current 
services and user preferences. To reach these two 
goals, we will pass three stages: 

3.1. Extracting SNWs Characteristic and 
Features 

First stage is defining the SNWs characteristics and 
extracting the primary social features, this will be 
done via analysis of 8 online SNWs. The result of 
this stage is a list of primary social features, each 
feature has its own strength points based on how 
many SNWs applied the feature from the chosen 8 
websites. Calculation of feature strength points will 
do as following: 

• If the feature is applied in one or two SNWs, 
then the strength points will be 5. 

• If the feature is applied in three or four 
SNWs, then the strength points will be 10. 

• If the feature is applied in five or six SNWs, 
then the strength points will be 15. 

• If the feature is applied in seven or eight 
SNWs, then the strength points will be 20. 

The list of social features and their strength points 
will used in stage two to evaluate open source 
WCMSs. 

3.2. Evaluating Open Source WCMSs 

The aim of this evaluation is to infer small list of 
open source WCMSs that they are suitable to build 
SNWs. 

First, we will collect all open source WCMSs and 
perform some filters in order to eliminate some 
systems that don’t provide fundamental functions to 
build community websites. 

Second, we will evaluate filtered systems based on 
the social features, this will be done by 
experimenting each open source WCMS and its 
non-commerce plugins to ensure if it support each 
social features or not. For each system; the strength 
points for all supported features will be calculated 
to get the system overall score. 
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At the end of evaluation, there will be some 
systems that have the highest rank, these candidate 
systems will pass to the next stage. 

3.3. End Users Questionnaire 

The first step in this stage is extracting a set of 
secondary social features from winner open source 
WCMS and from their social plugins. These 
features may be important for users and may be 
unimportant, to determine the importance for each 
secondary social feature; we will create an end user 
questionnaire. 

The questionnaire will be sent to a group of users 
who use social network services in order to 
evaluate the importance for each secondary social 
feature. Based on questionnaire results; each 
secondary social feature will have an importance 
points (0 – 10). 

The final step is the evaluation candidate open 
source WCMSs based on secondary social feature 
and their importance points to determine the best 
one to build social network websites. 

4. EXTRACTING SOCIAL FEATURES  

We chose 8 online SNWs in order to analysis them. 
These 8 websites are from deferent classes; we tried 
to eliminate similar services and chose which 
services that users prefer. The chosen websites are: 

1) Facebook: a general social network service 
and the most famous one. 

2) Twitter: micro-blogging social network 
service. 

3) Habbo: game-alike social network service. 
4) YouTube: a social network in specific content 

type (videos). 
5) Flickr: a social network in specific content 

type (images). 
6) SoundClouds: a social network in specific 

content type (sounds). 
7) LinkedIn: business and professional social 

network services. 
8) Goodreads: books lovers’ social network. 

At the end of analysis, we concluded SNWs 
characteristics and extracted the social features, as 
following. 

4.1. SNWs Characteristics 

There are four basic characteristics that should be 
applied in any SNW, any service or website want to 

be a social network must accomplish these 
characteristics: 

Profile based: the profile in SNWs is the basic 
requirement that connect other components in the 
social network, while the basic component in other 
types of websites is the content. Via profiles; the 
users can create the contents, make relationships 
and perform online actions.  

Relationships between profiles: in SNWs; the 
contents are delivered to users based on 
relationships, every profile in the network must 
have some relationships in order to interact with 
other users and contents. 

Content is made by users: in SNWs; all contents 
are create by users, there are not any authoring team 
in these types of websites. Users have the freedom 
to add their contents, and share them with others. 

Variable contents:  different contents are delivered 
to each user based on his relationships and the 
recommendation system in the SNW. 

4.2. Primary Social Features      

The extracted social features from SNWs are 23. 
We named these features: (primary social features) 
because they are apparent features. The primary 
social features are: 

1) Creating content: the fundamental feature, 
giving freedom to the user to creating contents, 
content may be text, images, sounds or videos.  

2) Commenting: allowing users to interact with 
contents, it is the process of creating a text 
content related to the main content that may be 
in any format.  

3) Content evaluation: this feature helps other 
users in the websites to know which content is 
good and which is bad, and sometime helps the 
system to manage the priority of ordering 
contents.  

4) Tags (grouping content): allowing users to set 
tags on their content; these tags help other 
users to find the desired content.  

5) Uploading files: allowing members to upload 
different types of files and sharing them with 
other users.  

6) Creating albums: method to grouping image 
files.  

7) Favorite content: allowing members to keep 
favorite content order to back to it at a later 
time 
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8) Content statistics: showing the number of 
readers or visitors for each content item.  

9) Sharing management: users can control who 
can read their contents, view their files or 
forbidding some friend to reach to these 
contents.  

10) Search for contents: allowing users to search 
for contents that created by other users.  

11) Creating profiles: the profile is a unique page 
related to the user, it contains some 
information about this user and his activities in 
the network, the profile page must visible to 
other users or user’s friends.  

12) Profile image: users can upload their images 
and set them as a profile image. 

13) Edit profile information: users can update 
their profile information.  

14) Search for profiles: allowing users to search 
for other profiles to make a relationship or just 
viewing them.  

15) Creating relationships: the process of making 
a connection between two profiles.  

16) Creating relationship lists: allowing users to 
manage the relationships and grouping them.  

17) Contents based on relationships: the user can 
view contents that formed based on user’s 
relationships.  

18) Sending private contents: sending private text 
messages between users or any type of 
contents.  

19) Discussion boards: allowing members to 
discuss in specific subjects.  

20) Polls (voting): users can create polls in any 
topic and share it to their friends and see the 
results.  

21) Multilanguage: allowing user to change the 
system language easily or the system can 
recognize the user’s native language.  

22) Contents and users recommendation: 
showing suggested contents to view or users to 
make relationships with them.  

23) Email notification: sending emails to 
members when happen events.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following table shows supportive SNWs for 
each feature and its strength points based on how 
many SNWs applied it, first column expresses 
feature number as it was shown in above list: 

Table No. (1): Calculation The Strength Points 

# Supportive SNWs 
Strength 
points 

1 all 8 websites 20 

2 
Facebook, Flickr, Goodreads, 
LinkedIn, SoundCloud and YouTube 

15 

3 
Facebook, Goodreads, LinkedIn and 
YouTube 

10 

4 
Flickr, Goodreads, SoundCloud, 
Twitter and YouTube 

10 

5 
Facebook, Flickr, Goodreads, 
SoundCloud, twitter and YouTube 

15 

6 Facebook and Flickr 5 

7 
Flickr, SoundCloud, Twitter and 
YouTube 

10 

8 SoundCloud and YouTube 5 

9 
Facebook, Flickr, LinkedIn, 
SoundCloud and YouTube 

15 

10 
Facebook, Flickr, Goodreads, 
LinkedIn, SoundCloud, Twitter and 
YouTube 

20 

11 all 8 websites 20 
12 all 8 websites 20 

13 
Facebook, Flickr, Goodreads, 
LinkedIn, SoundCloud, Twitter and 
YouTube 

20 

14 
Facebook, Flickr, Goodreads, 
LinkedIn, SoundCloud, Twitter and 
YouTube 

20 

15 all 8 websites 20 

16 
Facebook, Habbo, SoundCloud and 
Twitter 

10 

17 
Facebook, Flickr, Goodreads, 
LinkedIn, SoundCloud, Twitter and 
YouTube 

20 

18 all 8 websites 20 

19 
Facebook, Flickr, Goodreads, 
LinkedIn and SoundCloud 

15 

20 Facebook and LinkedIn 5 

21 
Facebook, Flickr, LinkedIn, Twitter 
and YouTube 

15 

22 
Facebook, Goodreads, LinkedIn, 
Twitter and YouTube 

15 

23 all 8 websites 20 
 

5. OPEN SOURCE WCMSs EVALUATION 

Before the evaluation, we accomplished some 
filters in collected systems to eliminate simple 
scripts and systems that don’t provide the 
fundamental requirements to build community 
websites. 
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5.1. Collecting and Filtering 
We collected all open source WCMS form around 
the Web, these systems used to build different types 
of websites (simple websites, blogs, forums, 
portals, news website, e-commerce websites, wikis, 
social networks …etc.) all these types of systems 
are gathered together.  

First filter: we accepted only the systems that 
support multi-users feature. Any community 
websites must provide a tool to add new users; this 
feature is the basic requirement to build multi-user 
websites. The number of open source WCMSs after 
this filter became 193 systems. 

Second, we accepted only the systems that support 
these two features: (1) creating profiles, (2) sending 
private contents between users. Because of these 
two features are the essential requirements to build 
SNWs. The first one is the base to represent 
individuals and organization in the SNW, the 
second is the base to connect two profiles together. 
The number of open source WCMSs after this filter 
became 58 systems. 

5.2. Evaluation Results 
We evaluated the 58 systems based on the 23 
primary social features, by examining each system 
and all its non-commerce plugins to ensure if it 
supports each feature or not. If the system supports 
the feature then we add its strength points to the 
system score. The systems score is the total of all 
strength points of features that the system supports. 
The following table shows the result of our 
evaluation. First column expresses the rank of each 
open source WCMS based on system score, second 
column contains the name of each system, third 
column expresses the total of primary social 
features that supported in the system, fourth column 
expresses the overall score that system got. Table  

No. (2):  ranking Open source WCMS 

rank Open source WCMS 
supported 
Features 

score 

1 Drupal 23 345 
2 Elgg 23 345 
3 WordPress 22 335 
4 Joomla 21 320 
5 Oxwall 19 295 
6 XOOPS 19 295 
7 e107 19 290 
8 Plone 20 285 
9 SMF 19 285 
10 Zikula 19 280 
11 Moodle 19 270 

12 Liferay 15 270 
13 DotNetNuke 14 270 
14 MediaWiki 18 265 

15 
Tiki Wiki CMS 
Groupware 

18 265 

16 TYPO3 18 265 
17 ILIAS 17 265 
18 MODx 18 260 
19 MyBB 17 260 
20 PHP-Fusion 17 260 
21 Pligg 17 260 
22 XMB 17 260 
23 phpBB 18 255 
24 Nucleus CMS 17 255 
25 Phorum 17 255 
26 Vanilla 17 255 
27 webSPELL 17 255 
28 ATutor 15 250 
29 PBBoard 16 240 
30 SPIP 15 240 
31 Geeklog 17 235 
32 glFusion 15 235 
33 CMS Made Simple 15 230 
34 concrete5 15 230 
35 Elxis 14 230 
36 Bitweaver 16 225 
37 eFront 14 225 
38 Etano 14 225 
39 FUDforum 14 225 
40 EVO-CMS 14 220 
41 WebGUI 14 220 
42 Dolphin 12 220 
43 ImpressCMS 14 215 
44 JAKCMS 13 215 
45 b2evolution 15 210 
46 XpressEngine 14 205 
47 PunBB 13 205 
48 AdaptCMS 13 200 
49 Zen Cart 14 190 
50 Family Connections 13 190 
51 Elite Bulletin Board 11 190 
52 FluxBB 10 175 
53 ClanSphere 12 165 
54 F3Site 11 160 
55 Dove Forums 9 155 
56 BoltWire 9 125 
57 eoCMS 9 125 
58 Enano CMS 8 120 

The systems that got the highest score are four: 
Drupal, Elgg, WordPress and Joomla. These 
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systems had score over 300, all these systems are 
suitable to build SNWs, to determine which one is 
the best in this field; they will pass to the next stage 
to accomplish more detailed evaluation based on 
user preferences. 

In next section; we are going to elaborate more 
secondary social features and resort to end-users in 
order to help us to determine which of them are 
highly recommended and which are unwanted, this 
will help us to perform an accurate evaluation. 

6. END USER QUESTIONNAIRE 

The objective of this questionnaire is to know 
which secondary social features are important for 
users and which are unwanted. We extracted these 
features from the four open source WCMSs 
(Drupal, Elgg, WordPress and Joomla) and their 
plugins. 

Our questionnaire contains 50 questions submitted 
to 500 Arabian social network users, these users use 
one or more services from the eight chosen social 
networks, the chart below shows distribution of 
users on the eight SNWs: 

 

Each question in our questionnaire describes a 
secondary social feature, the available answers for 
each question are three: 

(1) Answer one: it is important feature. This 
mean the user gives the feature 10 points. 

(2) Answer two: It is favorite feature. This 
mean the user gives the feature 5 points. 

(3) Answer three: It is unwanted feature. This 
mean the user doesn’t give the feature any 
points. 

For each question, the average of all users’ answers 
will be calculated to determine the value of 
(importance points) for associated secondary 
social feature, this value will be decimal number 
between 0 and 10, following equation will be used 
to calculate this value for each question: 

 

X = the number of answers for the first choice. 

Y = the number of answers for the second choice. 

Z = the number of answers for the third choice. 

The results of this questionnaire will be the 
importance points for each secondary social feature 
that extracted from the four open source WCMSs.  

7. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

The final results of our experiment are in two ways, 
the main result is the ranking the 4 open source 
WCMSs and inferring the best one to build SNWs. 
The lateral result is to understand which social 
features that users prefer. 

7.1. Open Source WCMSs Ranks 

The final step is evaluation the four open source 
WCMSs based on secondary social features and 
their importance points in order to conclude the 
best one to build SNWs. For each system, the total 
of all importance points of supported features is the 
(system overall points), ranking systems will be done 
based on these overall points. 

Following table shows the evaluation results, first 
column expresses the rank of systems based on 
their overall points, second column contains the 
systems’ names, third column expresses number of 
supported features in each system (and all its 
plugins), fourth column contains the overall points 
for each system.  

Table No. (3):  Suitable Systems To Build Snws 

R System 
# of supported 

features 
Overall 
points 

1 Drupal 45 281.35 
2 WordPress 36 234.52 
3 Elgg 29 192.63 
4 Joomla 18 115.11 

Detailed tables for evaluate each system that show 
which supportive plugin for each feature, are in 
appendix B. 
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7.2. Preferred / Unwanted Features  
One of the results we have obtained from this 
questionnaire is the clarifying which secondary 
features are important for users and which are 
unwanted. Most important secondary features that 
got over 8 points are: 

• Ability to attach any type of file with private 
messages between members. 

• Allowing members to delete their accounts 
• Notifications feature, when someone sends 

to user a private message, request a 
relationship or comments on his content. 

• Privacy control; Ability to hide some profile 
content from non-friend users. 

• Allowing members to report the abusive 
contents. 

• Ability to upload video files and share them 
with friends. 

Most unwanted secondary features that got less 
than 4 points are: 

• Auto-acceptance for new friendship requests. 
• Auto-deleting for friendship requests after a 

period of time (if the user doesn’t make any 
action). 

Full list of secondary social features and associated 
importance points with the detailed questionnaire 
results are in appendix A. 

8. CONCLUSION 

Based on table number (3), Drupal is the most 
suitable WCMS to build community websites and 
social network services; it supports many social and 
communication features and provides the 
fundamental environment to develop SNWs. 

WordPress system offers powerful plugins package 
to build SNWs, this package is (BuddyPress). 
WordPress support many of social features but 
there is some missing, the advantage is in its 
developer community that is the biggest one. 

Elgg is a social networking system dedicated to 
build SNWs. the problem is in its developer 
community which is small; therefore the number of 
plugins that support social feature are few. 

Joomla is a famous WCMS that suitable to build 
professional websites like news portal, but in side 
of social networking, it is incapable. There are two 
famous plugins packages that help to build SNWs 
in Joomla, first one is (Community Builder), second 

is a commercial plugin called  (JomSocial), but 
each two packages don’t provide a lot of social 
features, and they are lack to meets users’ needs. 

9. FUTURE WORK 

The next step that can be implemented based on 
this research is design and develop a new SNW. 
Developers can benefit from our work to define the 
social features and focus on the more preferred 
features based on our questionnaire results. Also 
developers can build a new SNW using the open 
source WCMS (Drupal). Drupal proved that it is the 
best ready-to-use tool to build SNWs. 

Another proposed future work is to return the 
questionnaire to a larger group of users and from 
different cultures, also we can extract additional 
social features and suggest others in order to define 
new features based on user preferences. 
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APPENDIX A 

This appendix shows the extracted secondary social 
features, each feature followed by a small table; 
first three columns in the table contain the numbers 
of answers for each choice and its percentage, the 
fourth column show the importance points for each 
feature.  

1) With private messaging feature; ability to send 
a message to all friends using a single step. 

important favorite unwanted points 
191 (38%) 244 (49%) 65 (13%) 6.26 

 
2) With private messaging feature: a property to 

view messages and replies in the form of a 
conversation. 

important favorite unwanted points 
271 (54%) 208 (42%) 21 (5%) 7.5 

 
3) With private messaging feature: ability to 

attach any type of file with messages. 
important favorite unwanted points 
391 (78%) 97 (20%) 12 (3%) 8.79 

 
4) With private messaging feature: ability to auto-

reply the new messages. 
important favorite unwanted points 
130 (26%) 212 (42%) 158 (32%) 4.72 

 
5) With private messaging feature: ability to 

know whether the receiver opened the message 
or not. 

important favorite unwanted points 
302 (60%) 158 (32%) 40 (8%) 7.62 

 
6) With private messaging feature: ability to 

receive messages from friends only and 
preventing messages from non-friends. 

important favorite unwanted points 
169 (34%) 224 (45%) 107 (22%) 5.62 

 
7) With private messaging feature: ability to 

prevent messaging from any user or a friend. 
important favorite unwanted points 
271 (54%) 171 (34%) 58 (12%) 7.13 

 
8) With private messaging feature: autocomplete 

the friend names within receiver name’s field. 
important favorite unwanted points 
318 (63%) 164 (33%) 18 (4%) 8 

 
9) Ability of mailing the user to his e-mail via 

form within his profile. 

 
important favorite unwanted points 
168 (34%) 200 (40%) 132 (26%) 5.36 

 
10) Online chatting with friends. 

important favorite unwanted points 
234 (34%) 214 (40%) 52 (26%) 6.82 

 
11) Notification feature, when someone sends the 

user a private message, request a relationship 
or comments on his content. 

important favorite unwanted points 
352 (70%) 137 (27%) 11 (3%) 8.41 

 
12) Show notifications directly without refreshing 

the page. 
important favorite unwanted points 
316 (63%) 161 (32%) 23 (5%) 7.93 

 
13) Ability to send notifications to user’s mobile 

smartphone (Push Notifications). 
important favorite unwanted points 
219 (44%) 226 (45%) 55 (11%) 6.64 

 
14) Ability to choose specific friends to receive 

notifications when they add contents or 
comments. 

important favorite unwanted points 
218 (43%) 229 (46%) 53 (11%) 6.65 

 
15) Ability to upload video files and share it with 

friends. 
important favorite unwanted points 
329 (65%) 154 (31%) 17 (4%) 8.12 

 
16) Ability to upload audio files and share it with 

friends. 
important favorite unwanted points 
281 (56%) 185 (37%) 34 (7%) 7.47 

 
17) Automatic recognition the YouTube links (and 

other sharing videos services), and view the 
video directly on the page without going to the 
video page. 

important favorite unwanted points 
300 (60%) 170 (34%) 30 (6%) 7.7 

 
18) Ability to add smiles within contents. 

important favorite unwanted points 
235 (47%) 214 (43%) 51 (10%) 6.84 

 
19) Automatic URL shortening feature. 

important favorite unwanted points 
296 (59%) 175 (35%) 29 (6%) 7.67 
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20) Add and manage events and share them with 

friends. 
important favorite unwanted points 
148 (30%) 268 (53%) 84 (17%) 5.64 

 
21) Playlists; to run multiple audio or video files 

sequentially. 
important favorite unwanted points 
150 (30%) 253 (50%) 97 (20%) 5.53 

 
22) Ability to format the font when writing 

contents. 
important favorite unwanted points 
201 (40%) 216 (43%) 83 (17%) 6.18 

 
23) Infinite scroll; emergence more contents 

automatically when the user arrive at the 
bottom of the page. 

important favorite unwanted points 
272 (54%) 202 (40%) 26 (6%) 7.46 

 
24) Users can control the comments on his contents 

(approve or not approve). 
important favorite unwanted points 
222 (44%) 177 (35%) 101 (20%) 6.21 

 
25) Ability to allow only friends to comment on his 

contents. 
important favorite unwanted points 
173 (35%) 200 (40%) 127 (25%) 5.46 

 
26) Ability to change comments ordering (recent 

first or oldest first). 
important favorite unwanted points 
213 (42%) 199 (40%) 88 (18%) 5.25 

 
27) User points feature; so the points increase 

when user adds some contents or comments. 
important favorite unwanted points 
128 (26%) 181 (36%) 191 (38%) 4.37 

 
28) Users can vote on the content or comments. 

important favorite unwanted points 
238 (47%) 198 (40%) 64 (13%) 6.74 

 
29) Users can evaluate (using five stars) on the 

content or comments.  
important favorite unwanted points 
156 (31%) 232 (46%) 112 (23%) 5.44 

 
30) Users can evaluate other users on their profiles. 

important favorite unwanted points 
127 (25%) 235 (47%) 138 (28%) 4.89 

 
31) Auto-acceptance for new friendship requests. 

important favorite unwanted points 
82 (17%) 137 (27%) 281 (56%) 3.01 

 
32) Auto-deleting friendship requests after a period 

of time. 
important favorite unwanted points 
82 (17%) 179 (36%) 239 (48%) 3.43 

 
33) Ability to know who are online from friends. 

important favorite unwanted points 
251 (50%) 219 (44%) 30 (6%) 7.21 

 
34) Recommendation new members to make a 

relationship with them. 
important favorite unwanted points 
137 (27%) 256 (51%) 107 (22%) 5.3 

 
35) Public Guestbook in profile page. 

important favorite unwanted points 
148 (30%) 226 (45%) 126 (25%) 5.22 

 
36) Ability to know last visitors to profile. 

important favorite unwanted points 
192 (38%) 209 (42%) 99 (20%) 5.93 

 
37) Ability to change profile background image. 

important favorite unwanted points 
228 (38%) 223 (42%) 49 (20%) 6.79 

 
38) Privacy control; Ability to hide some profile 

content from non-friend users. 
important favorite unwanted points 
347 (69%) 138 (28%) 15 (3%) 8.32 

 
39) Ability to add or remove content boxes in 

profile page. 
important favorite unwanted points 
285 (57%) 176 (35%) 39 (8%) 7.46 

 
40) Ability to crop the personal image after 

uploading it. 
important favorite unwanted points 
274 (55%) 197 (39%) 29 (6%) 7.45 

 
41) Showing a bar to profile complete percent. 

important favorite unwanted points 
155 (31%) 218 (43%) 127 (25%) 5.28 

 
42) Smileys mood; smileys icons express mood of 

user. 
important favorite unwanted points 
103 (21%) 222 (44%) 175 (35%) 4.28 
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43) Registration in new social network website 

using the old account in Facebook. 
important favorite unwanted points 
184 (37%) 233 (46%) 83 (17%) 6.01 

 
44) Ability to send invitation e-mails to user’s 

friends to register in the social network 
website. 

important favorite unwanted points 
138 (28%) 259 (52%) 103 (21%) 5.35 

 
45) Allowing members to report the abusive 

contents. 
important favorite unwanted points 
348 (69%) 124 (25%) 28 (6%) 8.2 

 
46) Showing basic user information in pop-up box 

without going to his profile page, by clicking 
on his name or pass the cursor on his name. 

important favorite unwanted points 
241 (69%) 229 (25%) 30 (6%) 7.11 

 
47) Recommendation new groups to user based on 

his friends’ groups. 
important favorite unwanted points 
112 (23%) 283 (56%) 105 (21%) 5.07 

 
48) Allowing real-world geographic locations to be 

associated with user contents. 
important favorite unwanted points 
111 (22%) 235 (47%) 154 (31%) 4.57 

 
49) Ability to create and define tasks and share 

them with other members. 
important favorite unwanted points 
162 (32%) 257 (51%) 81 (16%) 5.81 

 
50) Allowing members to delete their accounts. 

important favorite unwanted points 
392 (78%) 91 (18%) 17 (4%) 8.75 
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APPENDIX B 

Evaluate the 4 open source WCMSs based on 
secondary social features and their importance 
points. The first column expresses the feature 
number that was shown in appendix A, the second 
column expresses the name of plugin that support 
or applied the secondary feature, the third column 
expresses the strength point that be associated with 
the secondary feature. 

Evaluating Drupal 

secondary 
Feature 

Supported plugin Points 

1 Privatemsg 6.26 
2 Privatemsg 7.5 
3 Privatemsg 8.79 
4  --- 
5  --- 
6 User Relationships 5.62 
7 Privatemsg 7.13 

8 
(User Relationships) and 

(Privatemsg) 
8 

9 Contact 5.36 
10 QTChat 6.82 
11 Rules 8.41 
12 Private Message Growl 7.93 
13 Push Notifications 6.64 
14 Team Notifications 6.65 
15 Video 8.12 
16 AudioField 7.47 
17 Video Embed Field 7.7 
18 Smileys 6.84 
19 Shorten URLs 7.67 
20 Calendar 5.64 
21 (jPlayer) or (MediaFront) 5.53 
22 Wysiwyg 6.18 
23 Views Infinite Scroll 7.46 

24 
(User Comment) and 
(Comment Access) 

6.21 

25  --- 
26 - In core system - 5.25 

27 
User points Nodes and 

Comments 
4.37 

28 Vote Up/Down 6.74 
29 Fivestar 5.44 
30 Fivestar Extra 4.89 
31 User Relationships 3.01 
32 User Relationships 3.43 

33 
(Views filter patch for current 
use) and (User Relationships) 

7.21 

34 User Relationship Locator 5.3 
35 Guestbook 5.22 
36 User Visits 5.93 
37 Dynamic Background 6.79 
38 Profile Privacy 8.32 
39  --- 
40 Avatar Crop 7.45 
41 Profile Complete Percent 5.28 
42 smileys_mood 4.28 
43 Facebook Connect 6.01 
44 Invite 5.35 
45 abuse 8.2 
46  --- 
47 OG Similar Groups 5.07 
48 Location 4.57 
49 Maestro 5.81 
50 User Delete 8.75 

Total system points 281.35 
 

Evaluating WordPress 

Feature Supported plugin Points 
1  --- 
2 BuddyPress 7.5 
3  --- 
4  --- 
5  --- 
6 BuddyPress Restrict Messages 5.62 
7  --- 
8 BuddyPress 8 
9  --- 
10 Bp Chat 6.82 

11 
BuddyPress Notifications 

Widget 
8.41 

12 BuddyPress Live Notification 7.93 

13 
Pushover Notifications for 

WordPress 
6.64 

14  --- 
15 WP Video Posts 8.12 
16 BuddyPress Media Component 7.47 
17 BuddyPress Activity Plus 7.7 
18 Custom Smilies 6.84 
19 URL Shortener 7.67 
20 Events Manager 5.64 
21 Cincopa Post video players 5.53 
22 WYSIWYG Editing 6.18 
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23  --- 
24  --- 
25  --- 
26 Comment Sorter 5.25 

27 
CubePoints Buddypress 

Integration 
4.37 

28 Rate 6.74 
29 Rating-Widget 5.44 
30  --- 
31  --- 
32  --- 
33 BuddyPress Friends On-Line 7.21 
34 BuddyPress Friends Suggest 5.3 
35 BP User Testimonials 5.22 
36 BP Stalker 5.93 

37 
BP Custom Background For 

User Profile 
6.79 

38 BP Profile Privacy 8.32 
39  --- 
40 BuddyPress 7.45 

41 
BuddyPress Profile 

Progression 
5.28 

42 BuddyPress MyMood 4.28 
43 Facebook Connect 6.01 
44 Invite Anyone 5.35 
45 AJAX Report Comments 8.2 
46 BP Avatar Bubble 7.11 
47 BuddyPress Group Suggest 5.07 
48 BP Checkins 4.57 
49 BP GTM System 5.81 
50 BuddyPress 8.75 

Total system points 234.52 
 

Evaluating Elgg 

Feature Supported plugin Points 

1 
Messages with privacy option 

+ more 
6.26 

2 Conversations 7.5 
3  --- 
4  --- 

5 
Messages with privacy option 

+ more 
7.62 

6 
Messages with privacy option 

+ more 
5.62 

7  --- 
8  --- 
9  --- 

10 Chat plugin (Frei Chat) 6.82 
11 Comment Tracker 8.41 
12 Elgg Notify 7.93 
13  --- 
14 - In core system - 6.65 
15 VeePlay 8.12 
16 VeePlay 7.47 
17 Embed Extender 7.7 
18 Emoticons 6.84 
19 bit.ly URL shortener 7.67 
20 Event Manager 5.64 
21  --- 
22 TinyMCE 6.18 
23 Infinite scroll 7.46 
24 Moderated Comments 6.21 
25 SW Social Privacy 5.46 
26 Advanced Comments 5.25 
27  --- 
28 Likes / Dislikes 6.74 
29  --- 
30  --- 
31  --- 
32  --- 
33  --- 
34 Suggested Friends 5.3 
35 - In core system - 5.22 
36  --- 
37  --- 
38  --- 
39 - In core system - 7.46 
40 - In core system - 7.45 
41  --- 
42 Elgg Mood 4.28 
43 Facebook Connect Login 6.01 
44 Invite friends 5.35 
45 - In core system - 8.2 
46  --- 
47  --- 
48  --- 
49 Tasks plugin 5.81 
50  --- 

Total system points 192.63 
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Evaluating Joomla 

Feature Supported plugin Points 
1  --- 
2  --- 
3 uddeIM 8.79 
4 uddeIM 4.72 
5  --- 
6  --- 
7  --- 
8  --- 
9 BP Profile Privacy 5.36 

10 
FreiChat for Community 

Builder 
6.82 

11  --- 
12  --- 
13  --- 
14  --- 
15 AllVideos 8.12 
16 Simple MP3 Player 7.47 
17 CB Video Sharing 7.7 
18 yvSmiley 6.84 
19  --- 
20 CB Eventlist My Events 5.64 
21 CB Player 5.53 
22 uddeIM 6.18 
23  --- 
24  --- 
25  --- 
26  --- 
27 AlphaUserPoints 4.37 
28 Extended Vote Plugin 6.74 
29 CB rating 5.44 
30  --- 
31  --- 
32  --- 
33  --- 
34  --- 
35  --- 
36  --- 
37  --- 
38  --- 
39  --- 
40  --- 
41 Profile Completeness for CB 5.28 
42  --- 
43 jConnector 6.01 
44 CB Simple Invitation 5.35 

45  --- 
46  --- 
47  --- 
48  --- 
49  --- 
50 User Delete 8.75 

Total system points 115.11 
 

 


